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Non-uniform carrier distribution in multi-quantum-well lasers
P. M. Smowton,a) G. M. Lewis, A. Sobiesierski, P. Blood, J. Lutti, and S. Osbourne
Department of Physics and Astronomy, Cardiff University, Cardiff CF24 3YB, United Kingdom

~Received 3 April 2003; accepted 21 May 2003!

We describe an approach to detect the presence of a nonuniform distribution of carriers between the
different wells of multi-quantum-well laser diodes by measuring the gain and spontaneous emission
spectra and demonstrate its application to a five-well sample that has a nonuniform carrier
distribution at low temperatures. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1593818#
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It is well known that multiple quantum wells~MQWs!
can enhance laser performance by increasing the differe
gain and by reducing the quasi-Fermi-level~QFL! separation
required to achieve threshold gain~assuming optical loss re
mains the same!. This latter benefit is particularly advanta
geous in short-wavelength GaInP-based devices, in wh
thermally activated leakage can be reduced by such an
proach. However, it is also well established that if carri
are nonuniformly distributed among the wells, then dev
performance is adversely affected.1–3 This nonuniform distri-
bution is thought to occur due to poor transport of electro
or, more usually, holes across the multiwell structure, a
results in different populations of carriers in different wel
while each well is separately in thermal equilibrium d
scribed by its own QFL.1–3 Evidence of nonuniform carrie
distribution between the wells of MQW lasers has been
tained through analysis of special devices fabricated w
wells of different widths~e.g., Refs. 4, 5!. However, it would
be useful to have a technique that could be used with
device structure. In some situations, measurements of
polarization dependence of the modal gain may indicate
presence of a nonuniform carrier distribution.6 In this work,
we present a technique that can be more generally app
and give an example where a nonuniform carrier distribut
is observed in 650-nm-emitting MQW devices, which em
primarily in a single polarization.

The laser structure we use contains five wells of eq
widths of 5 nm, with 5-nm separation and, because the w
are compressively strained to achieve the 650-nm emis
wavelength, it emits primarily in TE polarization. The bar
ers and waveguide core of (Al0.55Ga0.45)0.5In0.5P are clad
with layers of (Al0.70Ga0.30)0.52In0.48P. The whole structure
was grown and supplied by IQE~Europe! Ltd using metal-
organic vapor-phase epitaxy upon off-axis GaAs substr
to achieve disordered material.

The use of narrow wells with narrow interwell barrie
leads to strong coupling of the electron wave functions an
miniband of allowed electron states as calculated usin
simple shooting method and literature values of mate
parameters.7 A similar result is obtained for the light-hol
~lh! states, whereas the heavy-hole~hh! states are effectively
uncoupled due to the significantly larger heavy-hole mas

a!Electronic mail: smowton@cf.ac.uk
4190003-6951/2003/83(3)/419/3/$20.00
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for both well and barriers~see Table I!. We evaluate the
degree of coupling by calculating the transmission proba
ity spectrum for an electron or hole across the structu
again using a shooting method approach, and determinin
tunneling time usingt5\/DE,8 whereDE is the half-width
at half-maximum of the Lorentzian transmission probabil
distribution. The times for the electron, lh, and hh states
given in Table I. An equilibrium distribution can be esta
lished if the electron–hole recombination time, which is
the order of nanoseconds, is long compared to the tunne
time. This is the case for electrons and lhs, but not for
hhs. The calculations also show that there is a 41-meV
ergy gap between the hh energy states and the lh minib
At low temperatures, where the lh miniband is not sign
cantly populated, the distribution of holes can only occur
the drift and diffusion of holes across the wells, reflecting t
physics of an uncoupled sample. At higher temperatures,
lh miniband will be significantly populated and will equaliz
the hole population in the different wells. Thus, within
single sample, we have at different temperatures a se
coupled QWs in which the carriers should be distribut
among the wells, and a situation in which the valence we
are effectively decoupled, allowing a nonuniform hole dist
bution to develop.

To investigate the carrier distribution, we will make u
of the measurement of modal gain, QFL separation,
spontaneous emission using the segmented contact me9

to allow us to monitor the carrier temperature and to cal
late a population inversion distribution function.10 Following
Ref. 11, we can write expressions for the modal gain in
larization p per unit length and the spontaneous emiss
rate per unit area per unit energy in polarizationp as follows:

TABLE I. Values of mass as multiples of the free electron mass,m0 for
electrons, lhs and hhs. Calculated tunneling time for the five ground-s
solutions of the five-well structure for electrons, lhs, and hhs.

Mass3m0

Time, t/ns
Transition number

Well Barrier 1 2 3 4 5

e 0.098 0.127 0.3 0.1 0.07 0.1 0.3
lh 0.148 0.167 0.2 0.06 0.04 0.06 0.2
hh 0.452 0.475 439 146 110 146 439
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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Gp~hn!5
4p\

nce0~hn! S e

2m0
D 2

uM pu2F E Fv
• ~z!Fc~z!dzG2

3r red~hn!@ f 1~E1!2 f 2~E2!#S G

Lz
D , ~1!

I spon
p ~hn!5S 1

3D 16pn

c3h2e0

~hn!S e

2m0
D 2

uM pu2

3F E Fv
• ~z!Fc~z!dzG2

3r red~hn!@ f 1~E1!~12 f 2~E2!#, ~2!

wherehn is the photon energy,M p is the momentum matrix
element for transitions of polarizationp, Fc andFv are the
envelope functions of the localized states within the QW
width Lz , r red is the reduced two-dimensional density
states,f 1 and f 2 are the occupation probabilities of the stat
at energiesE1 and E2 , where hn5E12E2 , and G is the
optical confinement factor. By taking the ratio of the gain
the spontaneous emission rate, we can determine the in
sion factor10 defined as

Pf~hn!5F Gp~hn!

I spon
p ~hn!

G n2~hn!2

p2\3c2 S Lz

G D
5

f 1~E1!2 f 2~E2!

f 1~E1!@12 f 2~E2!#
. ~3!

The use of the ratio of the experimentally determin
gain and spontaneous emission rate to derive the popula
inversion factor is correct providing the gain and sponta
ous emission at a given energy originate from a single pai
states, and this is true irrespective of whether the proba
ties f 1 and f 2 are given by Fermi–Dirac statistics or by som
other distribution function. However, more than one pair
states can satisfyk-selection and the condition thatE12E2

5hn, where the subscripts 1 and 2 represent upper
lower energy states, respectively, and in this case, the m
element and density of states of Eqs.~1! and ~2! may not
cancel. For the case of carriers in quasi-equilibrium,
probabilities are given by Fermi–Dirac statistics and

Pf~hn!5
f 1~E1!2 f 2~E2!

f 1~E1!@12 f 2~E2!#
512expS hn2DEf

kT D ,

~4!

whereDEf is the QFL separation. In this quasi-equilibriu
case, it can be shown that the measuredPf , which is derived
from the sum of the gain and spontaneous emission te
arising from all relevant pairs of states, is given by Eq.~5!
and represents the population inversion of each pair of st
producing the same transition energy. In this case, the exp
mental approach to derivePf is correct irrespective of the
numbers of pairs of states involved in the gain and recom
nation processes:
Downloaded 30 Mar 2012 to 131.251.133.25. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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Pmeas~hn!5F ( Gp~hn!

( I spon
p ~hn!

G n2~hn!2

p2\3c2 S Lz

G D
5

f 12 f 2

f 1~12 f 2!

512expS hn2DEf

kT D . ~5!

If the carriers are not in quasi-equilibrium, each pair of sta
with the same transition energy has a different value ofPf .
The derived value does not then follow the form of Eqs.~4!
and~5!, and does not represent the inversion of any parti
lar pair of states.

Measurements of gain and spontaneous emission
can be used to derive thePf function and comparison with
the form of Eq.~5! used to determine whether a system is
thermal equilibrium. A nonuniform distribution of carriers i
identical QWs is a specific form of the nonequilibrium cas
in which the distributions of carriers in each well can each
described by a QFL but where this QFL is different for ea
well and, in this case, the measuredPf function will not be
described by Eq.~5!. To differentiate between this and
nonequilibrium situation in which the carriers in each w
cannot be described by Fermi–Dirac statistics, we exam
the spontaneous emission spectrum. The spontaneous e
sion rate per unit volume at energyhn can be written as12

I spon
p ~hn!5

n2~hn!2

p2\3c2
a~hn!expS DEf2hn

kT D , ~6!

where the carriers are assumed to be in thermal equilibr
and a is the equilibium absorption at an energyhn. For
measurements at high photon energy, the absorption co
cient should be independent of injection level and in a Q
approximately constant with energy, allowing us to det
mine the carrier temperatureT, from a suitable plot of the
spontaneous emission versus energy. For measured data
arises from the summation of spontaneous emission f
identical QWs that are independent carrier reservoirs, e
characterized by a separate QFL separation but the same
rier temperature, the analysis will still provide the carri

FIG. 1. Experimentally determined population inversion factors~points! at
300 K for drive current densities between 830 and 2500 A cm22. The lines
represent the calculated Fermi–Dirac distribution using the QFL separa
derived from the gain spectrum measurement and a carrier temperatu
300 K.
license or copyright; see http://apl.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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temperature, whereas a nonthermal distribution of carr
will not result in a distribution of the spontaneous emiss
according to Eq.~6!.

The values ofPf as a function of energy derived from
the experimental data at room temperature~300 K! and at
220 K are plotted in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. The 300
data points follow the lines, calculated for a Fermi–Dir
distribution as given in Eq.~4!, as is expected for a uniform
thermal carrier distribution. The data taken at 220 K do
agree with those calculated using Eq.~4!, the measured QFL
separation, and the measured carrier temperature of 23
~see subsequent discussion!, indicating that a simple therma
distribution of carriers is not appropriate. To differentiate b
tween the case of a nonuniform distribution consisting

FIG. 2. Experimentally determined population inversion factors~points! at
220 K for drive current densities between 500 and 1170 A cm22. The lines
represent the calculated Fermi–Dirac distribution using the QFL separa
derived from the gain spectrum measurement and a carrier temperatu
230 K.

FIG. 3. The spontaneous emission spectra for drive current densities
tween 500 and 1170 A cm22 at 220 K. The slope suggests that the carr
temperature is 230 K.
Downloaded 30 Mar 2012 to 131.251.133.25. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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independent populations of carriers that are separately
thermal equilibrium with the lattice and the case of a no
thermal distribution, we plot the spontaneous emission r
spectra, measured using the segmented contact data,
used previously to derive the values ofPf , for three carrier
densities between 500 and 1170 A cm22 in Fig. 3.

The data in Fig. 3 have the dependence expected acc
ing to Eq.~6! over the high energy portion from 1.98 to 2.0
eV, and straight line fits over this region yield the same c
rier temperature for each current density of~23065! K,
where the uncertainty is two standard errors. The small
ference between this temperature and 220 K measured u
the cryostat temperature sensor is thought to be due to
thermal gradient between the device and the sensor plac
a distance of 5 cm. The scenario of a nonthermal distribut
of carriers within a single QW can be discarded because
would not be expected to produce a spontaneous emis
spectrum that could be characterized by a single carrier t
perature over a wide energy range or a single carrier t
perature that was independent of injection level. Taken
combination, the measurements of spontaneous emis
spectra andPf spectra are consistent with a nonuniform d
tribution of carriers among the QWs, but with distribution
that are in thermal equilibrium within each well.

In summary, we have described a technique that allo
us to measure the presence of a nonuniform distribution
carriers in multiple-quantum-well samples. Using a carefu
designed structure, we make measurements that demons
the presence of a uniform distribution at room temperat
and a nonuniform distribution at low temperatures.
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